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THE POWER-SONIC DIFFERENCE
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durable and strong
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They have superior starting power an
PDCM27MFcapability with high density plate paste that lasts longer. 2 2

- PDCM3lMF 120 ‘ 200 720POWER»SONiC Deep Cycle batteries are designed to .

provide sustained power for extended periods when
continuously discharged and deliver a low draw current
over continuous periods of time.

- Extra reserve electrolyte and high density plate
~ Glass mat separators and thicker grids
- More paste on plates

Power-Sonic Marine batteries also provide reliable
cranking performance with easy recharge capabilities
and come with a 12 month warranty in deep-cycle
applications and 24 month in starting applications,
making them ideal for dual battery systems.
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The Power-Sonic bran
and is synonymous with high quality, cost40 years,
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d has a history dating back over

effective products.

Power~Sonic Automotive
expandedlead calcium grids with corrosion resistant
alloy and a unique paste recipe and manufacturing
process to guarantee a longer service life.

The use of high purity electrolyte improves the use
'al nd reduces self~discharging inof active materi a

the battery. Along with strict quality control of each
manufacturing process, Power- Sonic Automotive

al erformance andBatteries provide exception p

reliability.

PowerSoi\ic is a brand of Se aled Performance Batteries
l Ant Road. Yatala, OLD, 4207
1300 OOl 772 infoa spb.net.au

and Marine Batteries use rolled
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